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PART I:  STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Overview 

1. This Court has frequently observed that cooperative federalism is a “guiding principle” of 

Canadian governance.1 Without it, a federation based on a nineteenth-century division of powers 

could hardly flourish in the twenty-first. The health of Canada’s social programs, economy, and 

environment depends on a complex web of cooperation between federal, provincial, and 

territorial governments and coordination between federal, provincial, and territorial laws. 

2. In a system like Canada’s, characterized by a separation of powers, cooperation faces a 

problem. Cooperation sometimes requires uniformity. Uniformity requires compromise. 

Compromise requires negotiation. The executive is the only branch of government able to 

negotiate with other executive governments, while the legislative branch has the sovereign power 

to make or unmake laws. A traditional Canadian solution to this problem is intergovernmental 

agreements in which executive governments make political commitments to seek coordinated 

legislative change. These agreements are not legally enforceable, but often work.2 

3. Discussions about how to address the federal-provincial issues surrounding securities 

regulation date back to the 1930s.3 In 2011, this Court confirmed that jurisdiction over securities 

regulation is primarily provincial, with roles for Parliament in addressing systemic risks to the 

financial system as a whole and other areas.4 Without purporting to tell the executive and 

legislative branches of government what to do in light of this constitutional reality, the Court 

noted the animating force must be cooperation: the principle of federalism upon which Canada’s 

constitutional framework relies “demands nothing less”.5  

                                                 
1 Canadian Western Bank v. Alberta, 2007 SCC 22, [2007] 2 S.C.R. 3, paras 21-24; 
Saskatchewan (Attorney General) v. Lemare Lake Logging Ltd., 2015 SCC 53, [2015] 3 S.C.R. 
419, para 21.  
2 Reference re Canada Assistance Plan (B.C.), [1991] 2 S.C.R. 525, 83 D.L.R. (4th) 297 [CAP 
Reference]. 
3 Reference re Securities Act, 2011 SCC 66, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 837, paras 11-28 [2011 Reference]; 
see also, Joint Appeal Record (“JR”), vol 25, tab 148, pp 45-78, Affidavit #1 of Heather 
Wood, made May 5, 2016 (“Wood”), paras 8-44. 
4 2011 Reference, note 3. 
5 2011 Reference, note 3, para 113. 
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4. The executive governments of Canada, five provinces (British Columbia, Ontario, 

Saskatchewan, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island) and one territory (Yukon) answered 

this call for cooperation. After years of discussions and negotiation, they succeeded in reaching a 

“Memorandum of Agreement Regarding the Cooperative Capital Markets Regulatory System” 

(the “Agreement”).6  

5. The Agreement establishes a cooperative system of securities regulation, a critical 

component of which is uniform provincial/territorial legislation. The Agreement appends a draft 

Capital Markets Act (the “Uniform Act”) and sets out rules for amending this model legislation.   

It commits the provincial and territorial signatories to make best efforts to persuade the 

legislatures of their jurisdictions to enact securities laws in the form of the Uniform Act.7 In 

doing so, the Agreement recognizes the undoubted constitutional fact that the Uniform Act, as an 

appendix to an executive intergovernmental agreement, cannot itself have legal force.8 

6. All members of the Quebec Court of Appeal acknowledged that the Uniform Act – and its 

federal counterpart, the draft Capital Markets Stability Act (the “draft Federal Act”) – relate to 

matters that fall within the respective jurisdictions of the implementing legislatures. There is no 

claim that either piece of draft legislation, if enacted, would violate a Charter right or other 

provision of the Canadian Constitution. The majority, however, held that the scheme could not 

be implemented because it “imposes real limits on the parliamentary sovereignty of the 

participating provinces”.9  

7. The first error made by the majority was in interpreting the Agreement. Neither its text 

nor its context suggests any intention to bind provincial or territorial legislatures. This error, in 

and of itself, is sufficient to allow the appeal. However, the majority’s decision evinces a further, 

and more far-reaching, error. In holding that the Agreement was unconstitutional because the “de 

facto control” of the legislature by the executive “in effect” requires provincial legislatures to 

                                                 
6 JR, vol 14, tab 69, Memorandum of Agreement Regarding the Cooperative Capital Markets 
Regulatory System, signed July 23, 2015; see also, JR, vol 24, tab 146, Memorandum of 
Agreement Regarding the Cooperative Capital Markets Regulatory System, signed September 
23, 2016 (the “Agreement”). 
7 JR, vol 24, tab 146, pp 172, 176, Agreement, Articles 8.1 and 10.1(b); JR, vol 17, tab 70, 
Provincial Capital Markets Act: Revised Consultation Draft, August 25, 2015. 
8 JR, vol 24, tab 146, pp 166, Agreement, Article 2.2. 
9 JR, vol 1, tab 3, Renvoi relative à la réglementation pancanadienne des valeurs mobilières, 
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enact amendments to the Uniform Act, therefore fettering parliamentary sovereignty, the majority 

rendered intergovernmental cooperation on the traditional Canadian model impossible. 

8. The Attorney General of British Columbia (hereinafter “BC”) will argue that there is no 

constitutional impediment to the implementation of the cooperative scheme contemplated by the 

Agreement. Provincial and territorial legislatures are free to enact statutes in the form of the 

Uniform Act or not, entirely at their discretion. The draft Federal Act does nothing 

constitutionally impermissible in granting powers of review over federal regulations to a joint 

federal-provincial body.10 There is nothing constitutionally problematic with the Agreement, nor 

with the proposed legislation if enacted.  

B. Facts 

9. BC adopts the facts as stated in the factum of the Attorney General of Canada and adds 

the following. 

I. Objectives of Securities Regulation and Reasons for Cooperation 

10. The core objectives of securities regulation have been stated in various ways. The “2009 

Final Report of the Expert Panel on Securities Regulation” (the “Hockin Report”) summed them 

up as twofold: (a) protecting investors from unfair, improper, or fraudulent practices, and (b) 

fostering fair and efficient capital markets and confidence in those markets.11  

11. The principal rationale for a coordinated approach to securities regulation, from BC’s 

perspective, is the potential to improve Canada’s competitiveness as a place to raise capital, 

thereby boosting overall economic prosperity. BC’s view is that a unified approach will likely 

enhance this goal by reducing duplication of regulatory requirements, minimizing inconsistent 

regulatory practices, and improving regulatory enforcement and coordination within Canada as 

well as internationally.12 

                                                 
2017 QCCA 756, p 82, para 61[Court of Appeal Decision]. 
10 Fédération des producteurs de volailles du Québec v. Pelland, 2005 SCC 20, [2005] 1 S.C.R. 
29 paras 23, 55 [Pelland]. 
11 JR, vol 26, tab 148G, p 216, Wood, Ex. G, “2009 Final Report of the Expert Panel on 
Securities Regulation”, p 10, Ex G. 
12 JR, vol 25, tab 148, p 47, Wood, para 7. 
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II. The 2011 Reference  

12. BC participated in the 2011 Reference, supporting the concept of a single national 

regulator, so long as the establishment of that regulator respected the division of powers. BC 

argued that a single regulator could only be achieved through interlocking federal and provincial 

legislation.13 

13. The 2011 Reference unequivocally established that federal legislation, on its own, could 

not give a pan-Canadian regulator plenary authority over securities regulation.14 

14. On September 13, 2013, Canada, British Columbia, and Ontario signed an agreement in 

principle to move towards a cooperative capital markets regulator on the interlocking legislation 

model.15 The following July, Saskatchewan and New Brunswick agreed to join the effort.16 Over 

the following year, Prince Edward Island and Yukon also decided to participate. The other 

provinces and territories have thus far declined to participate. 

15. The product of these negotiations was a July 23, 2015 Memorandum of Agreement, and 

its attachments, including the consultative draft of the Uniform Act. The 2015 Memorandum of 

Agreement was updated on September 23, 2016 (defined above as the “Agreement”).17 

III. The 2016 Memorandum of Agreement  

16. The parties to the Agreement are executive governments. The phrase “Participating 

Jurisdiction” refers explicitly to the executive branches of those jurisdictions committing to the 

Agreement.18 All the commitments in the Agreement are solely the commitments of the 

participating executive governments. 

17. The cooperative scheme set out in the Agreement has four principal components:  

a. uniform provincial/territorial securities legislation, referred to as the Capital 
Markets Act (defined in this factum as the Uniform Act); 

                                                 
13 2011 Reference, note 3, para 35; Factum of the Intervener Attorney General of British 
Columbia in the 2011 Reference, paras 31, 97 and 99. 
14 2011 Reference, note 3, paras 6-8. 
15 JR, vol 25, tab 148, p 59, Wood, para 45.  
16 JR, vol 25, tab 148, p 59, Wood, para 46.  
17 JR, vol 24, tab 146, Agreement; see also, JR, vol 14, tab 69, Memorandum of Agreement 
Regarding the Cooperative Capital Markets Regulatory System, signed July 23, 2015. 
18 JR, vol 24, tab 146, pp 164-166, Agreement Recitals and Article 2.1(m). 
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b. complementary federal legislation to manage systemic risk, provide for data 

collection, and address criminal law matters (the Capital Markets Stability Act, or 
draft Federal Act); 
 

c.  a common regulator, the Capital Markets Regulatory Authority (the “Authority”); 
and 
 

d. a Council of Ministers (the “Council”), consisting of those ministers responsible 
for securities legislation in each participating jurisdiction.  

18. Article 2.2 of the Agreement specifically states it does not affect the constitutional 

jurisdiction or sovereignty of any branch or level of government.19  

19. Importantly, the Uniform Act (the “Capital Markets Act”) is a defined term in the 

Agreement. It is “a uniform act of each provincial and territorial Participating Jurisdiction 

addressing all matters of provincial or territorial jurisdiction in the regulation of capital markets 

[…] substantially in the form of the consultation draft attached […] and subject to legislative 

approval” [emphasis added].20 

20. Reference to the Uniform Act in the Agreement is therefore not a reference to a statute or 

statutes actually enacted by the legislature of any province or territory, but to model legislation 

that provides content to the commitments the executive signatories have made to each other. 

21. The following commitments are set out in the Agreement in respect of the Uniform Act: 

a. The provincial and territorial executive signatories confirm they have approved in 
principle the appended draft of the Uniform Act, subject to changes that may be 
agreed to.21 
 

b. The provincial and territorial executive signatories agree to seek legislative approval 
of the Uniform Act.22 
 

c. The signatories all agree to “use their best efforts to cause their respective 
legislatures to enact or approve the Cooperative System Legislation”, which includes 
the Uniform Act, as amended.23 
 

                                                 
19 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 166, Agreement, Article 2.2. 
20 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 166, Agreement, Article 3(a)(i). 
21 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 172, Agreement, Article 8.1. 
22 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 172, Agreement, Article 8.1. 
23 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 176, Agreement, Article10.1(b). 
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d. The signatories agree to use their best efforts to achieve the enactment of bills in the 
form of the Uniform Act by each provincial and territorial legislature on or before 
June 30, 2018.24 

22. Article 5.5 of the Agreement sets out the amendment process for the Uniform Act. That 

Article, which is central to this appeal, reads as follows:  

 A proposal to amend the Capital Markets Act must be approved by:  
 

(a) at least 50 per cent of all members of the Council of Ministers; and 
(b) the members of the Council of Ministers from each Major Capital Markets 
Jurisdiction [i.e., a province or territory with at least 10 per cent of the national GDP 
derived from financial services].25 

23. Any participating jurisdiction may withdraw from the Agreement by providing six 

months’ written notice.26 

IV. Regulations under the Draft Federal Act 

24. To complement the proposed uniform provincial and territorial legislation, the 

Agreement commits the federal executive to seek Parliamentary approval of the draft Federal 

Act, also appended to the Agreement.  

25. Sections 76 to 79 of the draft Federal Act set out a mechanism whereby the Council can 

reject or require reconsideration of regulations made pursuant to the Federal Act. These 

provisions incorporate Article 5.2 of the Agreement.27 

26. As the Attorney General of Canada points out, the majority of the Court of Appeal 

misunderstood the voting mechanism provided for by Article 5.2 of the Agreement and ss. 76 to 

79 of the draft Federal Act.28 Contrary to the majority’s opinion, the mechanism does not give a 

“veto” to any province.  

27. Rather, Article 5.2(c) provides that if the Board of Directors proposes a regulation, a 

request for reconsideration by the Council must be approved by 50% of the Council in addition 

to either the federal minister or a minister from one of the Major Capital Market jurisdictions 

                                                 
24 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 177, Agreement, Article 10.3(b). 
25 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 179, Agreement, Article 13. 
26 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 179, Agreement, Article 13. 
27 JR, vol 18, tab 94, pp 221-2, CMSA ss 76-79; JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 168, Agreement, Article 
5.2. 
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(Ontario or British Columbia). Even if British Columbia or Ontario wanted reconsideration of a 

regulation, this could not occur without the support of a majority of the Council. Article 5.2(b) 

provides that the Council must request reconsideration of a regulation before rejecting it. 

Rejection also requires at least 50% of the Council plus the federal minister or a Major Capital 

Market minister.29 

V. The Quebec Court of Appeal’s Decision 

28. With respect to the first question posed by the reference, the majority of the Quebec 

Court of Appeal (Chief Justice Duval Hesler and Justices Bouchard, Savard, and Mainville) 

determined that the proposed cooperative scheme was unconstitutional for two main reasons.30  

29. First, the majority concluded that Article 5.5 impermissibly fetters the parliamentary 

sovereignty of the provincial and territorial legislatures in the participating jurisdictions. In the 

majority’s opinion, Article 5.5 creates an amendment process by which provincial or territorial 

legislation is impermissibly subject to an external entity’s approval.31   

30. Second, the majority determined that ss. 77 to 79 of the draft Federal Act create a voting 

mechanism that permits certain provinces to exercise what amounts to a “veto” over federal 

regulations.32 Such an arrangement, according to the majority “appears to be contrary to the 

principle of federalism”.33   

31. In dissent, Justice Schrager opined that the Court ought not to pronounce on the 

constitutionality of an intergovernmental agreement.34  

32. On the second question posed by the reference, both the majority and Justice Schrager 

concluded that the pith and substance of the draft Federal Act is to “promote the stability of the 

Canadian economy through the management of systemic risks related to capital markets”. This 

objective was found to satisfy the General Motors test and the majority held that, with one 

                                                 
28 Attorney General of Canada’s factum, pp 25-26, paras 72-75. 
29 JR, vol 24, tab 146, p 168, Agreement, Article 5.2(b). 
30 JR, vol 1, tab 3, p 81, Court of Appeal Decision, para 54. 
31 JR, vol 1, tab 3, p 82-88, Court of Appeal Decision, paras 55, 57-81. 
32 JR, vol 1, tab 3, pp 89-94, Court of Appeal Decision, paras 56, 82-102. 
33 JR, vol 1, tab 3, pp 89-94, Court of Appeal Decision, paras 82-102. 
34 JR, vol 1, tab 3, pp 107-117, Court of Appeal Decision, paras 160-193, per Schrager J.A. 
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exception, the draft Federal Act was constitutional. On the second question, the majority’s 

objection focused again on the role of the Council as reflected in ss. 76 to 79 of the draft Federal 

Act. The majority concluded that the provincial “veto” created by the Act over federal 

regulations rendered those provisions unconstitutional.35 In dissent, Justice Schrager held that the 

draft Federal Act was wholly constitutional.36 

PART II – POINTS IN ISSUE 

33. The first question put to the Quebec Court of Appeal is as follows:  

Does the Constitution of Canada authorize the implementation of pan-
Canadian securities regulation under the authority of a single regulator, 
according to the model established by the most recent publication of the 
“Memorandum of Agreement regarding the Cooperative Capital Markets 
Regulatory System”?  

34. BC says the answer to this question is “yes”. BC does not address the second question. 

PART III – ARGUMENT 

Question 1: Is the Memorandum of Agreement Constitutional? 

35. There is nothing constitutionally problematic about intergovernmental agreements 

addressing matters that require legislative implementation. Central aspects of Canadian 

governance – from taxation to social programs to both successful and unsuccessful efforts at 

constitutional reform – followed this model. Such agreements undoubtedly create political 

motivation for legislatures to enact the laws the executive commits to introducing, although this 

by no means guarantees that such legislation will pass. This is a political phenomenon, perfectly 

consistent with democracy and federalism, not a legal limitation on parliamentary sovereignty. 

36. The majority of the Court of Appeal was incorrect to read the Agreement as purporting to 

restrict the authority of provincial and territorial legislatures to enact or amend their respective 

securities laws. At paragraph 62, the majority concluded that, as a result of Articles 4.2 and 5.5 

of the Agreement, “every participating province must adopt amendments to the Act that are 

approved by the Council of Ministers”.  Neither the provisions cited by the majority or the 

Agreement as a whole support this interpretation.  

                                                 
35 JR, vol 1, tab 3, p 101, Court of Appeal Decision, paras 136-139. 
36 JR, vol 1, tab 3, pp 122-123, Court of Appeal Decision, para 210, per Schrager J.A.  
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37. Article 5.5 governs only the amendment of the Uniform Act, which is simply uniform 

model legislation. The Agreement clearly recognizes that the Uniform Act is “subject to 

legislative approval” and merely commits the executive governments to make “best efforts” to 

get legislative approval of bills in the form of the Uniform Act. As observed by the Attorney 

General of Canada, it would be incongruous for amendments to the Uniform Act to be subject to 

a stronger commitment than the initial legislation itself.37 There is no requirement within the 

Agreement that the legislatures of the participating jurisdictions adopt amendments to the 

Uniform Act, nor could there be.38 

38. Even if the Agreement could be read as purporting to give the Council authority over 

amendments to enacted provincial or territorial legislation, the answer to the first question would 

still be “yes”. Such presumption on the part of the executive would be ineffective. While 

provincial or territorial legislatures would be under no legal obligation to implement “pan-

Canadian securities regulation under the authority of a single regulator, according to the model 

established by the Agreement” by passing bills in the form of the Uniform Act, they could if they 

wished. Indeed, if they could not, legislative sovereignty would be denied. 

39. There is also nothing constitutionally problematic about federal legislation providing for 

regulations by a joint federal-provincial-territorial entity and therefore nothing constitutionally 

problematic about that entity providing for reconsideration of those regulations on the motion of 

a different joint federal-provincial-territorial entity.39   

A. The Agreement Respects Parliamentary Sovereignty 

40. Parliamentary sovereignty was invoked by the majority of the Court of Appeal to 

conclude the “Regime” was unconstitutional. In the majority’s view, the “admitted objective and 

uncontestable effect” of the Agreement would be to allow the Council to control the amendment 

of the uniform legislation and to “impose such amendments” on all participating jurisdictions.40 

                                                 
37 Attorney General of Canada’s factum, p 16, para 46. 
38 Re Anti-Inflation Act, [1976] 2 S.C.R. 373, 68 D.L.R. (3d) 452, pp 332-333; Northrop 
Grumman Overseas Services Corp. v. Canada (A.G.), 2009 SCC 50, [2009] 3 S.C.R. 309, paras 
11-12 [Northrop].   
39 R. v. Furtney, [1991] 3 S.C.R. 89, [1991] S.C.J. No. 70, pp 104-105 [Furtney]; P.E.I. Potato 
Marketing Board v. Willis, [1952] 2 S.C.R. 392, [1952] 4 D.L.R. 146, p 402; Reference re 
Agricultural Products Marketing, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 1198, 84 D.L.R. (3d) 257, pp 1223-1224. 
40 JR, vol 1, tab 3, p 85, Court of Appeal Decision, para 69. 
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41. If the majority’s assertion is that the Agreement purported to legally impose amendments 

on the legislatures of participating jurisdictions, this is not only contested, but demonstrably 

contrary to the text and intention of the Agreement. If the assertion is that the Agreement had the 

effect of politically imposing such amendments, it is exaggerated as a matter of fact (executive 

commitments are not necessarily followed through by legislation) and constitutionally 

insignificant (political considerations weighing in favour of passing legislation do not contravene 

parliamentary sovereignty). 

I. Principle of Parliamentary Sovereignty 

42. Canada inherited the principle of parliamentary sovereignty as a parliamentary 

democracy with a Constitution “similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom”.41 

43. In the United Kingdom, the Crown, acting by and with the advice and consent of the 

House of Lords and Commons (the “Crown-in-Parliament” or just “Parliament”) can, in Dicey’s 

words, “make or unmake any law whatever”. No person or legal body has the right to “override 

or set aside the legislation of Parliament”.42 In particular, the United Kingdom’s courts cannot 

declare a potential or actual statute of Parliament to be legally invalid or (unless repealed by 

another enactment) ineffective. 

44. In contrast, the British Crown acting on its own has only such powers as the law of the 

land provides.43 These include executive authority, the rights of a natural person, and special 

Crown prerogatives. The Crown does not have the power to legislate domestically, except as 

specifically authorized by Parliament.44 Such delegations – including, in the extreme, the 

authority to repeal primary legislation – are necessarily temporary and revocable.45 

45. In Canada, the British principle of parliamentary sovereignty has been modified by the 

federal nature of the country and the existence of a written Constitution. The Constitution Act, 

1982 substantially increased the role of the courts by giving them the power and duty to enforce 

                                                 
41 Constitution Act, 1867, Preamble. 
42 Albert Venn Dicey, Introduction to the Study of the Law of Constitution, 10th ed (London, UK: 
MacMillan & Co, 1959), pp 39-40; Attorney General of British Columbia’s Book of 
Authorities (hereinafter, “BCA”), tab 3; “Parliament” meaning the Crown-in-Parliament. 
43 Case of Proclamations (1611), 12 Co. Rep. 74, 77 E.R. 1352, BCA, tab 1.  
44 Re George Edwin Gray (1918), 57 S.C.R. 150, 42 D.L.R. 1 [Re Gray]. 
45 Re Gray, note 44. 
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the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the aboriginal and treaty rights affirmed by s. 

35 against legislative infringement.46 Subject to these constitutional limits, however, Parliament 

(the Crown in right of Canada acting by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House 

of Commons) and the provincial legislatures (the Lieutenant Governor acting on behalf of the 

Crown in right of the Province by and with the advice and consent of the provincial legislative 

assembly) are as sovereign within their spheres as the United Kingdom’s Parliament.47  

46. It follows that there are no limits on the statutes or amendments to statutes that a 

provincial or territorial legislature can make, other than those limits found in the “Constitution of 

Canada”, as defined by s. 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Neither the courts nor the executive 

can abrogate the principle of parliamentary sovereignty, so understood. In other words, no other 

branch of government can tell the legislature that it must, or that it may not, enact a 

constitutionally-valid statute.48 

47. Parliamentary sovereignty is a legal doctrine, and should be distinguished from political 

theories of democracy and from conventions of responsible government, both of which it 

predates.49 Legally, the courts only look at whether an enactment was passed by the relevant 

legislative body or bodies (according to their own processes) and given royal assent.50 Of course, 

legislators and vice-regal officials are subject to various conventional and political constraints; 

however, there is no precedent for the courts treating these constraints as contrary to the principle 

of parliamentary sovereignty. Nor is it contrary to parliamentary sovereignty to delegate law-

making authority. Indeed, it was the power to delegate that was at issue in the case that 

established provincial legislatures as sovereign within their spheres.51 

                                                 
46 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part 1 of the Constitution Act, 1982, being 
Schedule B to the Canada Act, 1982 (UK), 1982, c. 11. 
47 Hodge v. The Queen (1883), 9 A.C. 117 (P.C.) [Hodge], BCA, tab 2. 
48 CAP Reference, note 2, p 548. 
49 Jeffrey Goldsworthy, The Sovereignty of Parliament: History and Philosophy (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1999) at c. 2, BCA, tab 5. 
50 Gallant v. The King, [1948] P.E.I.J. No. 1 (P.E.I.S.C.), 93 C.C.C. 237 [Gallant].  
51 Hodge, note 47, BCA, tab 2 (provincial legislatures, as sovereign, may delegate legislative 
authority to local license commissioners). 
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II. The Majority Misconstrued the Agreement’s Provisions 

48. The Agreement is as clear as it could be that it does not purport to bind provincial 

legislatures to enact anything. The Agreement creates a non-justiciable obligation on the part of 

the executive to take “best efforts” to cause their respective legislatures to enact bills in the form 

of the Uniform Act. It does not purport to oblige the legislatures to do anything at all.   

49. As in Quebec (Attorney General) v. Moses, “it is necessary to approach this case on the 

basis of the terms the parties actually negotiated and agreed to as set out in the text of their 

agreement rather than on general observations and ideas which … are unsupported by the text”.52 

50. Considering Article 5.5 within the context of the Agreement as a whole, it is apparent 

that the participating jurisdictions did not intend to fetter the sovereignty of their legislatures.  

Article 5.5 does not purport to create a mechanism to amend the actual statutes enacted by 

provincial or territorial legislatures. On its terms, Article 5.5 refers to changes to the Uniform 

Act, a model statute without coercive authority over anyone. The Council under Article 5.5 has 

no more legal authority to alter the rights and duties of the subject than the Uniform Law 

Conference of Canada.  

51. The Agreement was negotiated by sophisticated governments, who can be taken to 

understand the principle of parliamentary sovereignty. It specifically defines the “Capital 

Markets Act” as a uniform Act, “subject to legislative approval”. The Agreement uses the 

singular (“the Capital Markets Act”), when the drafters would be aware that while there would 

be one model Uniform Act, after enactment there would be as many public statutes as 

participating provincial or territorial jurisdictions.  

52. The Agreement also explicitly limits the commitment of the executive signatories to 

making “best efforts” to cause their legislatures to enact legislation in the form of the Uniform 

Act in the first place, which cannot be reconciled with an interpretation of Article 5.5 that the 

Council can simply amend these various statutes once enacted. Finally, it should be noted that 

under Re Gray the draft Uniform Act appended to the Agreement could have authorized the 

Council to make subordinate legislation that would effectively amend the operative provincial 

                                                 
52 Quebec (A.G.) v. Moses, 2010 SCC 17, [2010] 1 S.C.R. 557, para 6. 
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and territorial statutes. The approved draft does not do this, showing that the signatories had no 

intention of giving the Council this radical power. 

53. The correct interpretation is that Article 5.5 provides a procedure for the Council to 

amend the Uniform Act, which is model legislation with no legal authority over the subject, and 

not any statutes enacted by the provincial or territorial legislatures under its model. It is not 

plausible that the signatories would have intended that by adopting a proposed amendment, the 

Council would be able to mandate a change to the provincial and territorial statute books without 

the formality of introducing a bill in the legislature and obtaining royal assent.  

54. Given that the goal of the Uniform Act, and the Agreement, is to harmonize securities 

regulation across the participating jurisdictions, a procedure for changing the model legislation is 

necessary. The process established by Article 5.5 provides a mechanism by which amendments 

can be coordinated, without total unanimity. There can be no suggestion that Article 5.5 would 

legally bind provincial and territorial legislatures.   

55. It is possible that the majority of the Court of Appeal placed undue weight on the voting 

mechanism under Article 5.5. The majority’s opinion seems to turn, in part, on the fact that it is 

possible that a participating provincial or territorial executive government will oppose an 

amendment to the Uniform Act and be outvoted. In that case, there would be a political 

expectation that the executive of that jurisdiction would undertake best efforts to introduce a bill 

in the form of the approved amendment or, if its objections were deep enough, give notice that it 

intended to leave the uniform scheme. In principle, there is no difference between this situation 

and the converse situation under a requirement of unanimity. Under a unanimity rule, the 

political expectation would surely arise that the executive of a province or territory unable to get 

unanimous support for a change would not introduce the amendment unless it was prepared to 

leave. Since legislative sovereignty is just as much a power to unmake as to make laws, this 

would “fetter” the legislature’s ability to amend in the same sense the actual procedure in Article 

5.5 does, which is to say, not in any legal sense.  

56. Since even the best-thought-out statute must be amended sooner or later, particularly in 

an evolving area of policy like securities regulation, some mechanism to decide what 

amendments are consistent with the scheme is necessary if uniformity is to be preserved. Under 

any modification rule – unanimity, majority, or a rule like the one in Article 5.5 – whenever there 
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is disagreement, a member of the group may not get the outcome it prefers. A legislator who 

opposed an approved amendment, or supported a disapproved one, would be left in the position 

of having to weigh his or her own view of the ideal policy and the benefits of uniformity with 

other jurisdictions. This is itself a policy trade-off, one the principle of democracy leaves with 

each legislator accountable to their voters, and one the principle of federalism leaves each 

jurisdiction to make for itself. 

III. Executives May Make Commitments That Require Legislation to Implement 

57. While the legislative branch makes, or repeals, law, it is the executive that is responsible 

for relations with other persons or entities, including other governments. The legislative 

assembly – as a corporate body that sits from time-to-time when summoned and until it adjourns 

or is prorogued or dissolved by the Crown – cannot negotiate with other persons.53 

58. Since every jurisdiction needs to enter into reciprocal relations with others, this necessary 

function of bargaining on behalf of the polity is a central power of the executive. In its relations 

with other persons, the Crown inevitably addresses issues that may only be addressed by 

legislation. In a Westminster system, the Crown cannot tell the legislature what to do; it therefore 

runs the risk that it will make a commitment whose implementation will not be forthcoming.   

59. The British Crown always had the authority to negotiate with other states, including in 

relation to matters that would require legislation to implement. For instance, treaties frequently 

create international-law commitments to change (or keep unchanged) domestic law. In the 

British system which Canada inherited, this international-law executive commitment was not 

self-executing as a matter of domestic law. This is a corollary of parliamentary sovereignty: as an 

executive act, a treaty cannot change primary legislation. As a result, the executive entering into 

the treaty commitment accepted the risk that Parliament may not alter the law, putting the 

country in default.54  

60. While this possibility of Parliamentary unwillingness to implement executive 

commitments always existed, there has never been any suggestion that by entering into such a 

                                                 
53 A.G. of British Columbia v. Esquimalt & Nanaimo Railway Co., [1950] A.C. 87, [1950] 1 
D.L.R. 305 (J.C.P.C.), p 314. 
54 A.G. Canada v. A.G. Ontario (Labour Conventions), [1937] A.C. 326, [1937] 1 D.L.R. 673 
(P.C.), pp 678-9. 
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treaty, the executive “fettered” the sovereignty of Parliament. There is no example of a court in 

the United Kingdom holding that the political pressure Parliament would inevitably feel as a 

result of a sovereign treaty commitment renders the agreement or the resulting legislation 

invalid. On the contrary, any such ruling would itself fly in the face of the principle of 

parliamentary sovereignty as it has always been understood in the British constitutional tradition. 

61. The same principles have applied in Canada since it obtained international legal 

personality.55 The federal executive routinely enters into treaty commitments that may imply 

domestic legal change, either by the federal Parliament or by provincial and territorial 

legislatures.56 Especially at the federal level, these obviously create political pressure to enact the 

legislation. That does not make the legislation any less a product of parliamentary sovereignty. 

62. The executive can also make contractual commitments to private persons that may be 

breached by legislative action or inaction. A classic example is Wells v. Newfoundland.57 In 

Wells, this Court found that the Crown in right of Newfoundland (as it then was) had a contract 

of employment with Andrew Wells, the Consumer Representative on the Public Utilities Board. 

This implied an executive commitment not to deprive him of the benefits of the job, except by 

virtue of age or bad behaviour. This expectation was dashed by the decision of the 

Newfoundland Legislature to amend the Utilities Act to eliminate his position.  

63. In Wells, the Crown argued it could not have made a contractual commitment to Mr. 

Wells that could be breached by an Act of the Legislature. This Court unanimously rejected that 

position. Legislative sovereignty implies that the legislature can always, by clear language, 

release the Crown from a contractual commitment, including a commitment not to change 

legislation. This does not, however, mean the Crown cannot make the commitment in the first 

place. Indeed, in Wells, the Court held the legislation to be effective in the sense that it abolished 

Mr. Wells’ position, but since it was silent on the question of compensation, the Crown had to 

pay damages for breach of contract. The decision of the Court on this point implies that the 

contract was valid, which in turn implies the executive can make contractual commitments that 

would be breached by legislation without “fettering” the legislature.  

                                                 
55 Baker v. Canada, [1999] 2 S.C.R. 817, 174 D.L.R. (4th) 193, para 69; R. v. Hape, 2007 SCC 
26, [2007] 2 S.C.R. 292, para 53. 
56 Thomson v. Thomson, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 551, 119 D.L.R. (4th) 253. 
57 Wells v. Newfoundland, [1999] 3 S.C.R. 199, 177 D.L.R. (4th) 73. 
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64. Diplomacy is not limited to the international stage, nor is bargaining restricted to 

commercial or employment relations. Canada has a long tradition of agreements between the 

executive governments of the federation.58 Without such agreements, fundamental aspects of 

Canada’s governance – from income tax sharing to cost-shared social programs through to the 

Charter of Rights – would never have happened. Although, unlike treaties, domestic 

intergovernmental agreements do not create obligations in a system of law parallel to domestic 

law, in other respects they are analogous. 

65. Like treaties, intergovernmental agreements create and coordinate expectations between 

governments. Like treaties, intergovernmental agreements do not legally bind the legislatures to 

do anything, but may make amending legislation (or leaving it alone) a political imperative. As 

with treaties, intergovernmental agreements may have processes for modifying their content, so 

that changes can be coordinated without always requiring unanimous support. Like treaties, 

intergovernmental agreements cannot, on their own, change the domestic law binding on the 

subject. But, also like treaties, they often address matters where domestic legislation would be 

necessary to implement the commitments being made. 

66. Whether making contracts, treaties, or intergovernmental agreements, the executive is the 

branch of government that negotiates commitments to other parties. The legislature cannot 

undertake such functions. At the same time, under the principle of parliamentary sovereignty, 

any commitment by the executive about changes in the law is necessarily tentative as the 

legislature always retains the power to act otherwise.59 Contrary to the opinion of the majority, 

there is nothing constitutionally remarkable about the role of the executive branch of government 

in negotiating the Agreement, nor in the commitments it contains.  

IV. Political Motivation to Implement Executive Commitments is not Fettering 

67. For the reasons detailed above, the Agreement does not, and could not, purport to legally 

bind provincial or territorial legislatures. To the extent the majority of the Court of Appeal read 

                                                 
58 Northrop, note 38; JR, vol 17, tab 90, National Transition Scheme for Hogs, 1995; JR, vol 
17, tab 91, Federal-Provincial Agreement on Lotteries, August 23, 1979; JR, vol 17, tab 92, 
Federal-Provincial Agreement on Lotteries, June 3, 1985; Nigel Bankes, “Co-operative 
Federalism: Third Parties and Intergovernmental Agreements and Arrangements in Canada and 
Australia” (1991), 29 Alta. L. Rev. 792. 
59 Turp v. Canada (Minister of Justice), 2012 FC 893, [2014] 1 F.C.R. 439, para 6 [Turp]. 
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the Agreement as if it did, it made a clear error in interpretation. More far reaching, however, is 

the majority’s suggestion that the Agreement is constitutionally invalid because it politically 

constrains legislatures. 

68. At paragraph 69 of their opinion, the Court of Appeal majority states:  

Through the [Agreement], the executive branch of each participating province undertakes 
to carry out the decisions of the Council of Ministers respecting the Uniform Act. In  
light of the basic realities of Canada’s constitutional architecture – which require that the 
executive branch have de facto control over the legislature – the constraints outlined in 
the [Agreement] are, in fact, restraints on the legislatures of the participating provinces.60 

69. The implications of this alternative theory are far-reaching. If a political commitment by 

the executive amounts to unlawful restraint on the legislature, the executive government could 

never make any commitments, however tentative in wording, that would require legislative 

action to implement since any such commitment would inevitably create political pressure for 

the legislature to follow through. 

70. Canada’s constitutional architecture includes conventions of responsible government, 

according to which the executive advisers to the Crown must resign or ask for dissolution if they 

cannot obtain supply or otherwise lose the confidence of the House of Commons or provincial 

legislative assembly.61 The effect is that executive governments are ordinarily able to secure 

measures of supply and confidence through the elected chamber. Were it otherwise, they would 

not remain executive governments.  

71. This political ability to secure matters of confidence and supply does not necessarily 

apply to other matters. Minority governments have no assurance, de facto or otherwise, that 

government bills will pass. Even in parliaments in which a single party or coalition has a 

majority, the government may well not pass a piece of legislation.62   

72. In any event, these political realities have nothing to do with the legal principle of 

parliamentary sovereignty. Whether legislators vote for bills out of personal conviction, party 

discipline, or a combination thereof has no implications for the legal validity of those bills once 

                                                 
60 JR, vol 1, tab 3, p 85, Court of Appeal Decision, para 69. 
61 Re Resolution to amend the Constitution, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 753, 125 D.L.R. (3d) 1, pp 857-8. 
62 Turp, note 59, para 6. 
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passed and given royal assent.63 Certainly, courts have historically avoided importing 

generalizations from political science about the relationship between party leaders and their 

caucus into the legal question of the relationship between the executive and the legislature.64 

This reticence exists for good reason: it is up to the electorate to judge the reasons legislators 

have for voting for or against measures. 

73. In support of its opinion, the majority cited a crucial thesis of this Court’s judgment in the 

CAP Reference: a restraint on the executive in the introduction of legislation is a fetter on the 

sovereignty of Parliament itself.65 The majority’s decision applies this thesis backward: while the 

Court rejected judicially-enforceable restraint on the executive in the introduction of legislation, 

the CAP Reference considered political commitments about introducing legislation 

unproblematic. 

74. In the CAP Reference, the British Columbia Court of Appeal had held that, under the 

terms of a federal-provincial agreement embodied in federal legislation, the federal executive 

was legally prohibited from introducing legislative amendments that would have changed the 

amount of a federal transfer. The provinces argued that the legal enforcement of this agreement 

was not an interference with parliamentary sovereignty because it only applied to the executive: 

a private member could still introduce a bill to reduce the federal transfer. Justice Sopinka, for 

the Court, disagreed and held that judicial interference in the role of the executive in introducing 

bills to Parliament would be contrary to parliamentary sovereignty.66 The federal-provincial 

agreements were merely political, not to be enforced in court. If the Court in the CAP Reference 

had said political commitments in intergovernmental agreements were impermissible, it would 

have invalidated the entire postwar welfare state. 

75. BC does not suggest the Agreement is legally enforceable. If the executive government of 

a participating jurisdiction were to introduce an amendment in its legislature contrary to the 

Agreement without first giving notice that it was leaving and waiting six months, the CAP 

Reference implies there would be no judicial remedy. Such a course of action would undoubtedly 

                                                 
63 Gallant, note 50. 
64 Thorne’s Hardware Ltd. v. The Queen, [1983] 1 S.C.R. 106, 143 D.L.R. (3d) 577, pp 112-3; 
Ontario Federation of Anglers & Hunters v. Ontario (Ministry of Natural Resources), [2002] 
O.J. No. 1445 (O.N.C.A), 211 D.L.R. (4th) 741, paras 49-55. 
65 CAP Reference, note 2. 
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burden the reputation of that executive government in subsequent intergovernmental relations. 

That burden, along with an internalized ethic of engaging with others in good faith, might well 

deter any government from taking such a course. As the CAP Reference makes clear, 

considerations of the executive in relation to introducing bills, including the weight of executive 

commitments, are political matters.67  

76. The majority of the Court of Appeal also relied on this Court’s decision in the Senate 

Reference that Parliament could not introduce legislation for “consultative elections” for 

Senators as a way of circumventing s. 42(1)(b) of the Constitution Act, 1982, which requires use 

of the general amending formula for amendments in relation to “the method of selecting 

Senators”. This Court held that leaving the formal power of appointment with the Governor 

General, as advised by the Prime Minister, did not mean the method of selecting Senators was 

left intact, if the obvious intention of the legislation was to effectively constrain the Governor 

General and Prime Minister to choose the successful candidate in the “consultative” election.68 

77. The Senate Reference arose in relation to an aspect of Canada’s Constitution no 

legislature can change of its own will. In that context, it makes sense for the courts to look at the 

actual effect of proposed legislation on constitutionally-entrenched institutions. If, in effect, they 

unilaterally change those institutions, they offend the requirement in s. 52(3) of the Constitution 

Act, 1982 that the Constitution of Canada may only be amended in accordance with the authority 

contained within it. In the instant case, by contrast, there is no constitutional principle at issue 

other than the right of provincial legislatures to enact or not enact laws within their competence. 

It would transform that principle into its opposite to ask what political reasons the legislature 

might have for voting as it does.  

78. Keeping faith with legally-unenforceable political representations to others is an 

unimpeachable reason for either the executive or legislature to act. 69 Parliamentary sovereignty 

means courts do not enforce election promises but, of course, political parties are free to make 

them, and legislators are free to vote as a result of them. On the logic of the majority opinion, a 

                                                 
66 CAP Reference, note 2, p 548. 
67 CAP Reference, note 2, p 554. 
68 Reference re Senate Reform, 2014 SCC 32, [2014] 1 S.C.R. 704, paras 51-53 [Senate 
Reference]. 
69 Canadian Taxpayers Federation v. Ontario (Minister of Finance), [2004] O.J. No. 5239, 73 
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legislator who votes for a measure because it fulfills a campaign promise is being “fettered” by 

an agreement between a political party and the electorate.70 It makes no more sense for a court to 

brand federal-provincial agreements as unconstitutional because a legislature might consider it 

politically binding than for it to brand election platforms as unconstitutional on the basis that 

they will tend to tie the hands of legislators once elected.   

V. Executive Overreach Would Not Constrain Legislative Authority 

79. On its face and in substance, the Agreement respects any reasonable understanding of 

parliamentary sovereignty. Neither the context, words, nor purpose of Article 5.5 support the 

interpretation that it purports to give the Council the power to directly amend primary legislation 

in the participating provinces and territories, or require such amendments, rather than to simply 

amend the Uniform Act. 

80. Even if this Court were to accept the interpretation of Article 5.5 favoured by the 

majority in the Court of Appeal, the answer to the first question would still be “yes”. An 

executive agreement that purported to allow a group of ministers to amend primary legislation 

would clearly be invalid. Yet, any such invalidity would not prevent the provincial and territorial 

legislatures from enacting the legislation contemplated by the scheme anyway.      

81. In R. v. Nat Bell Liquors, a defendant sought to challenge a conviction under the 

provincial Liquor Act, on the grounds that the legislation under which it was being charged had 

been enacted in a manner contrary to parliamentary sovereignty. At the time, Alberta had 

initiative legislation, the Direct Legislation Act, which purported to require the legislature to vote 

on and pass bills in the form of initiatives approved by the Alberta electorate. The provision that 

Nat Bell Liquors was charged under had been enacted by the Alberta legislature after approval in 

a successful initiative. Nat Bell therefore argued that the initiative legislation offended the 

principle of parliamentary sovereignty and the legislation under which it was convicted was 

therefore unconstitutional.   

82. Lord Sumner found it unnecessary to consider whether the Direct Legislation Act was 

constitutionally valid.  Even if the initiative legislation contravened parliamentary sovereignty, 

                                                 
O.R. (3d) 621 (S.C.J.). 
70 R. v. Nat Bell Liquors, [1922] 2 A.C. 128 (PC), 65 D.L.R. 1, p 5 [Nat Bell Liquors]. 
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the very same principle required the courts to give effect to the provisions of the Liquor Act duly 

passed by the Alberta legislature and given royal assent.71 

83. As a matter of law, the Alberta legislature could have ignored the result of the initiative – 

however politically perilous this may have been. Nonetheless, as Lord Sumner pointed out, it 

would be an absurd conflation of political and legal constraint to conclude that if they did not 

ignore the initiative, they gave up their parliamentary sovereignty. While the initiative was 

legally ineffective as a way of obliging the Alberta Legislature to pass the Liquor Act, that did 

not affect the validity of the Liquor Act, once enacted. Lord Sumner asked how courts could 

disqualify a particular bill on the ground that voters had approved it, if they did not also 

disqualify entire legislative platforms on the basis of which a political party had achieved 

electoral approval.72  

84. Had the Agreement purported to do what Alberta’s Direct Election Act did – tell the 

legislature it must enact a statute – it would simply be ineffective. It would not render any statute 

enacted in accordance with the commitments of the Agreement invalid, any more than the Direct 

Election Act rendered the anti-whiskey statute invalid.  

85. BC would not defend an intergovernmental agreement that purported to require or forbid 

a legislature to pass a statute. In the event the executive attempted to do so, the legislative 

assembly could call the executive to account. However, in this hypothetical, the legislature could 

still vote for the statute the executive government had proposed. The resulting legislation would 

be as valid as the liquor legislation in Nat Bell Liquors. Executive presumption cannot constrain 

legislative options. 

86. Accepting as correct the uncharitable interpretation of the Agreement that the majority of 

the Court of Appeal adopted, there remains no obstacle to the implementation of pan-Canadian 

securities regulation in accordance with the model of the Agreement, and the answer to the first 

question would still be “yes”. 

                                                 
71 Nat Bell Liquors, note 70, p 5. 
72 Nat Bell Liquors, note 71. 
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B. Federal Legislation May Delegate Authority Over Regulations to Provinces 

87. The second reason the majority of the Court of Appeal gave for answering “no” to the 

first question is that the draft Federal Act supposedly gives a veto to provincial ministers over 

federal regulations. According to the majority, this would render the draft Federal Act 

unconstitutional even if, as the Court itself found, it is within the constitutional power of 

Parliament under s. 91(2) of the Constitution Act, 1867. This conclusion was reached in error. 

88. As the Attorney General of Canada explains, the majority’s reasoning was predicated on 

a mistaken reading of the relevant provisions. Provincial ministers are not, as a matter of fact, 

given a veto over regulations. Regulatory authority is delegated to a jointly-appointed Board of 

Directors. A majority of the Council plus one of the ministers from the federal government, 

Ontario, or British Columbia can require reconsideration of such regulations. There is no “veto” 

granted to provincial ministers over federal regulations. 

89. Regardless, it is well-settled in decisions from this Court that Parliament can delegate 

regulatory authority to any legal body it thinks appropriate.73 It follows that since Parliament is 

entitled to grant a provincial minister power to enact regulations, it can also grant a lesser power, 

such as a veto, over regulations. This ability to delegate is not contrary to parliamentary 

sovereignty; rather, it is an essential component of it. 

90. In Hodge v. The Queen, the Privy Council rejected the argument that provincial 

legislatures could not delegate their powers to local governments under s. 92 of the Constitution 

Act, 1867 precisely because provincial legislatures are sovereign. While a delegate may not 

delegate unless expressly authorized to do so, Hodge held that provincial legislatures were 

sovereign and therefore free to delegate as they saw fit. As the Judicial Committee stated, “[h]ow 

far it shall seek the aid of subordinate agencies and how long it shall continue them are matters 

for each legislature, and not for the Courts of law, to decide”.74 

91. Subsequent case law has also made clear that there is no constitutional impediment to 

Parliament conferring legislative authority on a minister or other official of a province (or to a 

                                                 
73 Hodge, note 47, p 132, BCA, tab 2. 
74 Hodge, note 47, BCA, tab 2. 
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provincial legislature conferring legislative authority on an official of the federal government).75    

Barring the conferring of legislative powers directly onto a provincial legislature,76 Parliament 

may vest regulation-making authority onto any person or legal body it considers appropriate, and 

may subject the exercise of that authority to whatever procedural or substantive powers of 

approval it sees fit to create. The majority’s reliance on AG Nova Scotia is therefore misplaced.  

92. The Agreement involves no delegation of legislative power from the legislature of one 

order or government to the legislature of another order of government. Beyond that restriction, 

the ability of legislatures to delegate legislative as well as other functions is recognized as being 

extremely broad.77 

93. The majority confuses provincial inability to pass primary legislation with a disability 

from participating in subordinate legislation. Once the Court decided that systemic risk, as a 

“matter” is within the scope of the Trade and Commerce power, it is up to Parliament to decide 

how much authority over regulations it will provide to provincial or territorial entities. There is 

no basis in ss. 76-79 of the draft Federal Act to conclude that the Agreement is unconstitutional. 

C. Conclusion 

94. The principle of parliamentary sovereignty means that subject to the paramount law of 

the Constitution of Canada itself, Parliament and the provincial legislatures can make or unmake 

any law whatever, and neither the executive nor the courts can direct otherwise. 

95. This principle is in no way inconsistent with the longstanding practice of executives 

making commitments that can only be implemented (or might be breached) by legislation. 

Negotiating and making such commitments is a core part of the executive function. It follows 

                                                 
75 P.E.I. Marketing Board, note 39; Coughlin v. Ontario Highway Transport Board, [1968] 
S.C.R. 569, 68 D.L.R. (2d) 384; Peralta v. Ontario, [1988] 2 S.C.R. 1045, 56 D.L.R. (4th) 575; 
Furtney, note 39; Pelland, note 10, paras 48-51. 
76 A.G. Nova Scotia v. A.G. Canada, [1951] S.C.R. 31, [1950] 4 D.L.R. 369, as explained in 
Furtney, note 38, at p 104; Elmer A. Driedger, “The Interaction of Federal and Provincial Laws” 
(1976) 54: 4 Can. Bar Rev. 695, BCA, tab 4; Peter W. Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, 5th 
Edition, c. 14.7, pp 14-31-14-32; BCA, tab 7. 
77 Sga’nism Sim’augit (Chief Mountain) v. Canada (Attorney General), 2013 BCCA 49, [2013] 
B.C.J. No. 179, para 90. 
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that legislative sovereignty is not inconsistent with executive mechanisms to determine what the 

content of these commitments will be. 

96. The principle is inconsistent with a court directing a provincial legislature not to enact a 

scheme, otherwise within its competence and not contrary to the Charter or any other 

constitutional provision.  The majority of the Court of Appeal has, under the guise of 

parliamentary sovereignty, severely curtailed the powers of the both the executive and legislative 

branches of government. It has denied legislative sovereignty in a misguided effort to save it.  

97. The majority’s decision that Parliament cannot, in the exercise of its own constitutional 

competence, grant a “veto” over federal regulatory authority to provincial and territorial 

ministers is based on a factual misconception and is contrary to consistent authority from this 

Court that legislatures may delegate to anyone other than each other. 

98. Cooperative federalism reconciles uniformity and diversity, including diversity on the 

question of uniformity. Quebec’s National Assembly has the unquestioned sovereign right to 

reject a cooperative national securities regime if it thinks it contrary to Quebec’s interests; British 

Columbia’s Legislative Assembly has the equal sovereign right to join. Sovereignty means no 

one, including the Crown in right of British Columbia, may tell the legislative body that it must 

enact the Uniform Act; sovereignty also means no one, including the Quebec Court of Appeal, 

may tell it that it must not. 

99. Coordination in complicated areas of policy is only realistically possible through 

executive negotiation. Provinces and territories that want to coordinate with each other, and with 

the federal government, must not be denied the only means to do so.  Cooperative federalism – in 

the regulation of the securities industry and in all other areas that require joint action across 

borders – demands nothing less. 
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PART IV – SUBMISSIONS AS TO COSTS 

100. BC asks that no costs be awarded for or against it, regardless of the result. 

PART V – ORDER SOUGHT 

101. BC asks for an order that the appeal be allowed and that the first question be answered 

“yes”. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21st day of September, 2017. 

J. Gareth Morley and Alandra K. Harlingten, 
Counsel for the Attorney General of British 
Columbia 
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